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the capretz method is a great way of learning a language. the author's own experiences as a teacher of other languages came
in very handy. the books are well laid out and so are the workbooks. the site is well organized and easy to use. the one

complaint i have with this book is that the language is old. the french are on vacation for the summer and so the dialog is a bit
difficult to understand. the person speaking may say "je te regarde" instead of "i look at you" and so on. i would prefer it if the
language were at least up to date. otherwise this is a great book. i have used this book for years. it is the ultimate reference
for the french language. the workbook is full of exercise, all in one place. the book and workbook are very easy to use. it is

also very useful for people who are not proficient in french. everyone can benefit from this book. i highly recommend it to my
friends and anyone who wants to learn french. in 2007 i caught a post about "fia" from its creator, anneberg/yale university
press. i had no idea that the blog was a blog. an article in the college of dupage newsletter tells how to get the workbooks. a
link on wikipedia tells what the course is. there was a very extensive thread about the course there, and now in wikis. it has
many articles and videos from the course. some of the comments are still there, and some of the anglophones were really

angry about the course. the participants said it was entertaining, but had no help in helping them with their french. to me it
was a great course, but just an opinion. i was in the spanish program at the college of dupage and the course was a great

class. i remember having a discussion in the classroom, and the professor really guided the discussion. i didnt much like when
the professors lectures were done on videotape and the students were expected to watch the taped lecture and then watch

the class discussion. there were no written questions in the class. the teacher was allowed to grade based on what she
thought was said in the discussion. it was a great course, not a lot of work, and i think it was a great start for people to learn

french.
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i started by reading a book
called french in action: a

beginning course in
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language and culture: the
capretz method. i watched
a few of the audios on cd,
and after about 6 months
of studying the language, i

felt i was ready to start
listening to the audios. i
bought a cassette tape
recorder and a cassette

recorder/player and
recorded all the lessons

that had been published. i
went through most of
those tapes in about a
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year. i learned a lot by
reading that book. i have

not looked at the new
edition since the first one
because i could not find
my old tapes. i used the

book very much as a
reference, and i think that
is what made it so helpful.
but i also listened to the

audios a lot. a lot. i
probably listened to those

audios more than i
listened to anything else
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in french. i got a lot of
practice. when i went back

to school to take my
french language courses (i

took 6 hours of french
each week for 5 years), i
listened to those tapes
over and over and over
again. i had them on my
shelf and took them out

and listened to them when
i needed a break. it was
my first real study of the

language. i remember that
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i was not good at learning
new vocabulary. there
were some words that i
just never learned, and i
remember some of those
words now. but i could not

get over my fear of
speaking the language. i
would not speak to my

classmates or to my
teachers. my french was

very good, but i would not
speak. i would say things

like oh, i do not
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understand, could you say
it again? i was in social
anxiety. i would have

panic attacks when i got
to class. i could not handle

it. 5ec8ef588b
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